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CLAUDIA LAROCCO PRESENTS: Choreographer Stephen Petronio

Critic and culture writer Claudia LaRocco speaks with choreographer Stephen Petronio about his

monumental work Underland, with music by Nick Cave, soon to be presented in New York, at the Joyce

Theater.

" [Petronio isJ one ofthe few contemporary dance makers who have created an instantly recognizable style..' fresh

and unpredictable, jarring andiust right " --The New York Times

NEW YORK SEASONS are nothing new for hometown darling Stephen Petronio, whose company has been in

Manhattan since its inception in 1984. His high octane, sexy, sophisticated and streetwise dances sometimes feel like

an extension of the city itseli and his music and art world collaborators include a who's who of New York

luminaries.

But this April comes the New York pruniere of a work he made on the other side of the world, in Australia, working

with that country's famous balladeer Nick Cave (The score includes eight Cave tracks, including "Stagger Lee" and

"The Mercy Seat," linked by bridges mixed from the songs' original source tracks by Cave's longtime producer

Tony Cohen) the designer Tara Subkoff/Imitation of Christ and the Sydney Dance Company. Underlandwzs made

in 2003, and this restaging, Petronio's first since its premiere, is for his own troupe, the Stephen Petronio Company.

Claudia LaRocco: How did making (Inderland on a different company change how you work?

Stephen Petronio: When you make a work on another company, it's always a hybrid of what they can do and what

you can make; sometimes you get a certain percentage of yourself, sometimes of them. With Sydney, there was such

x1 6slzing energy between their modern classical skill and my language that something very surprising and

beautiful same out.

I felt I wouldn't have made this piece at home. Going to another company, you drop the construct of who you are,

and anything is possible. Going to Australia, I was so far away, all bets were off. The combination of the skill of the

company, the music ofNick Cave-he rs Austalia-it just really opened me up. And the dancers there allowed me

to meld this really, really high-powered verticality with the energetic multi-directionality I work with in my

company. It pushed things further, and upped the ante, so the vocabulary became the farthest extension of what I've

done in terms of merging that verticality with my sphericality. I wanted to bring it home for that reason.

I was given everything that I needed in Australia to make this work-they were incredibly supportive. And the

dancers were really h*g.y; it was the first time they were given the chance to work with another choreographer in a

number of years, and they \trere very hungry to have new information'



This is the work I can make when everybody wants to do it and there's enough money and their company is twice as

big as my company. There's a monumentality to it, and I just feel New York needs to see what I can do when all the

constraints that are normally placed on an artist in New York aren't there.

CLR: How important for you is it to have a regular New York season?

SP: There's always this ongoing discussion in dance community, especially now that finances are really difficult,

about when you should make a work, particularly when you're midcareer and once the pressure is on you of having

to make a work every year. I just don't look at it that way at all. My work is an ongoing practice that happens daily

in the studio, and every twelve to twenty-four months I put an end date on that pracfice, and I open it up as a

performance. I really feel that every year I'm showing what the practice yielded that year. For me it's normal; I

fought very hard not to make it, 'Oh this is the next thing, this is the make it or break it moment.' I'm as artist and

this is my practice. Making a work every year or two years seems quite normal to me.

" o'I knelr there was going to be a "post'ribe to it, ma1'be post-apocallltic' something underground,

sheltered anral'...""

CLR: What was it like reworking Underland for your company?

SP: I paired it down for my company, to eleven dancers. I used eighteen people in Sydney because they had eighteen

in the company* that was my assignment.

When making a work I double certain roles, just as a survival instinct; having a touring company for so many years,

you replicate parts and put them on stage. This is an architectural ploy, but also ifsomebody gets injured and you're

traveling without understudies, you have to have something doubled on stage. It has sometimes saved my life: what

was three becomes two.

CLR: Can you talk a bit about working with Nick Cave's music?

SP: When Sydney asked if I was interested in making a work for them at some point in the future, I said let me think

about it, and then I forgot about it [aughs]. Then they called me up out of the blue a few weeks later and said can

you do it in three months, and what would it take to bring you here?

I said get me Nick Cave, and they did. He opened his entire music catalogue to me; it was like going to the candy

store.

I knew there was going to be a "post" vibe to it, maybe post-apocalyptic, something underground, sheltered away.

9/i t had just happened, and the word "underland" popped into my head walking down St. Marks (Sfeet, in

Manhattan). It came like a stab. I had to make something based on a subterranean world, and so I had to choose



songs that fit into that mood, and then make an arc. We built preludes and postscripts to the songs, so it does have

one complete score.

CLR: Your choreography has very distinct political and sexual edges, but you've also talked about not

wanting the work to be viewed only through that lens.

SP: I didn't want to only be responsible for being the poster child about sexuality. Not that I'm finished with that:

I'm married to a man and that life and discussion continues, and will continue until I'm gone, or until America wises

up. But I felt kind ofghettoized. It's easier to find a syntax to talk about sexuality, it's a social discussion that's

ongoing, but it's much more difficult to find the language to talk about the work. At a certain point I began to focus

on architecture as the most radical conversation I could have with the public-the architecture of motion, as opposed

to the content I was making.

There are certain givens in my work that have a political relevance, but they're not revolutionary anymore. Men will

partner men in a way they don't on other choreographers' stages, and groups will do things to each otler in my work

that comes from a certain understanding of humanity and sexuality. I was very much about underlining that stuff.

Now I just feel the best thing I can do to serve those issues is to make them part of the landscape.

Reed Luplau and Natalie Maclressy in Stephen Petronio's Underland, which will be presented on

April 5 - I0 at the Joyce Theater (photo by Sarah Silver). For information on the Stephen

Petronio Company at the Joyce Theater, go here.


